
THE UNSEEN

CAMPAIGN SUMMARY 
A digital campaign that evolves into a truly integrated way of sparking discussion and activating consumers, businesses and influenc-
ers to support HelsinkiMissio’s work against social exclusion. Bringing light to different stories behind social exclusion and challenges 
faced by young people today, the campaign introduces three characters who are at risk from disappearing from active society. An 
alienated early school leaver, an unemployed degree-holder disconnected by a move to a new city and a young refugee all struggling to 
find their place in society, the characters are used to raise discussion on the reasons behind social exclusion and directly challenge 
people to consider their attitudes and activate them to work against the issue. By creating them a real presence on social networking 
sites and directly contacting the target audience before enforcing the message through targeted advertising, media engagement and 

direct activations we can gradually broaden the campaign message for relevant audiences.

CREATIVE INSIGHT 
Social exclusion is an issue affecting up to 50,000 people aged 15–29. Lack of support, social networks and contacts to everyday society 
are at heart of the issue these young people are facing. Often, they and their problems have simply gone unseen and unattended by 
those who should have supported them. Falling through the cracks, they are at risk of becoming invisible to the rest of society. The 
work done by HelsinkiMissio, creating spaces where these youths can be seen and heard for who they are, helps them become visible 
again. It is difficult a problem to see, as these youths are missing from schools, the workforce and social networks, and by defini-
tion exist outside of the everyday experiences of the campaign audience. To reach potential supporters and donors we need to break 
through the barrier between them and make them visible in their world.

SOLUTION  
The campaign is all about making the young people facing social exclusion visible. The social media profiles created for the campaign 
are used to reach out to potential supporters, create targeted messages for them and to share real stories of at-risk youths. The re-
sults of social engagement with the profiles are used to raise the issue in the media. The choice of channels allows us to reach activate 
both individual consumers and businesses and invite them to share the message and challenge each other to participate.

The campaign images feature the three characters gradually fading into view, symbolically demonstrating the work done by Helsinki-
Missio. The effect is used in online and social media ads and the campaign website, where the images will strengthen on mouse-over 
and donation clicks.

The website follows the campaign’s progress and introduces HelsinkiMissio’s work through videos, articles and testimonials shared 
through Facebook and Instagram.

HOW DOES IT ALL WORK? 
The campaign’s initial stage brings the topic into view through Facebook and LinkedIn requests, followed by the first wave of targeted 
advertising and job application mailing program. Targeted audiences include HelsinkiMissio’s supporters, decision-makers and influ-
encers as well as HR representatives in the greater Helsinki area. By challenging people and organizations directly, we can use their 
response to generate genuine interest and engagement, broader social discussion, media visibility for the campaign. The interactive 
campaign images create a strong and lasting impression. 

Through the campaign’s channels private individuals are encouraged to donate and volunteer, while businesses are challenged to 
donate and offer mentoring and internships. By offering participants different means to help, we showcase the range of work done by 
HelsinkiMissio and make participation easy for individuals and businesses, who are also encouraged to challenge each other to join in 
shouldering their individual and corporate social responsibility.

CAMPAIGN LAUNCH

Facebook profiles & friend 
requests

LinkedIn profiles & requests to 
HR representatives of business-
es in Greater Helsinki area. 

ACTIVATING PARTICIPANTS 

FB & Linkedin ad campaign 
targeted to users approached 
in the first stage

Companies approached with job 

applications

BROADENING THE 
DISCUSSION

Media activation on results of 
the campaign’s initial stage: 
press contacts, broadening the 
discussion around the issues 
through events and media 
appearances.

• Campaign site launched
• Online ad campaign (ani-

mated banners, Facebook, 
LinkedIn and Instagram)

• Company challenge

CONTINUED PRESENCE

Reporting on amount of dona-
tions, volunteer and partner 
companies 

Ongoing content production 
for campaign site on projects, 
results, volunteers and partner 
companies.
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